SAFETY CONNECTION
PROTECT YOUR EMPLOYEES, ANYWHERE...ANYTIME

With an increasingly mobile workforce, distributed teams and large campuses, the traditional approach to physical security alone cannot keep people safe. Simply relying on perimeter office security is not enough when employees are continually in motion and modern threats know no boundaries.

**Everbridge Safety Connection** helps businesses and organizations quickly locate and communicate with their people who may be in harm’s way by answering critical questions like:

- **Are my employees safe?**
- **Which employees need help?**
- **Who else from my company is headed to a potentially dangerous situation?**

**KEY BENEFITS**

- Ensure the safety of local and remote employees
- Expand duty of care for travelling employees
- Locate hoteling employees if needed
- Automate evacuation rostering during emergencies
- Warn people automatically who enter a geo-fenced area with active events
KEY CAPABILITIES

KEEP PEOPLE INFORMED

All the power of Mass Notification PLUS the location intelligence to:

+ Know who is in the building and communicate with them in case of location-based emergencies.
+ Automate communications and collaboration for mustering purposes and evacuation plans.
+ Automate evacuation rostering during emergencies.
+ Target outreach via SMS text, voice, mobile app, digital signage or desktop alerts.
+ Instantly trigger a personal SOS alert to send a message to your security team.

LOCATE PEOPLE IN HARM’S WAY

Save time and automatically update employee locations even when they are traveling or moving between buildings and campuses. Aggregate location data from:

+ Access control systems like Lenel, Tyco and S2
+ Wired and wireless network access points like Cisco
+ Office hoteling systems like Dean Evans
+ Corporate travel management systems like Concur
+ Medical and Travel Security assistance providers like International SOS

PRIVATE INCIDENT ZONES

Automatically send multi-modal alerts to people who enter a geo-fenced area with an active event. Easily reach people who may have just arrived at a location and were not sent previous alerts.

IMPROVE PERSONAL SAFETY

Organizations have a duty of care and social responsibility to ensure their remote and travelling employees are safe. Safety Connection provides mobile SOS functionality that allows individuals to request assistance in times of need.

Our mobile app changes your smartphone into a secret bodyguard to:

+ Stay safe when travelling.
+ Stay informed of company alerts.
+ Stay connected when working alone or remotely.
+ Enables you to see something... Say something.

About Everbridge

Everbridge is a leading unified critical communications platform trusted by corporations and communities of all sizes that need to reach the right people for immediate action, collaboration, and decision-making. Connecting millions of people and internet-connected devices, the company provides reassurance that secure, compliant messages are delivered, locally and globally, received and responded to, no matter the recipient’s location. Everbridge is based in Boston, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Beijing and London.

For a full product description, along with best practices and product details please see the Everbridge User Guide and Everbridge University.